
                 SUSHI MENU

    All of our sushi is freshly made to order

MAKI SUSHI  6 pieces in each portion     Vegetables or seafood rolled in seasoned rice and toasted nori (seaweed)

SAKE MAKI    salmon £3.95 SHINKO MAKI V/VG   Japanese pickled radish £3.25

TEKKA MAKI    tuna £4.25 INARI MAKI V/VG    fried tofu £3.25

UNAGI KAPPA MAKI    eel & cucumber £4.25 KAPPA MAKI V/VG   cucumber £3.10

KANI KAMA MAKI    crabstick & mayo £3.65 AVOCADO MAKI V/VG    avocado £3.30

TUNA MAYO   cooked tuna & mayo £3.65 SHITTAKE V/VG  mushroom marinade in sweet soy £3.25

SPICY MAGURO spicy tuna £4.50 TAMAGO MAKI  sweet omelette and mayo £3.30

CALIFORNIA ROLLS  4 pieces in each portion

Toasted nori sandwiched by seasoned rice, rolled and coated in white sesame seeds and dressed with mayonnaise and avocado

MAGURO    tuna £6.50 EBI TEMPURA    king prawn tempura £6.95

SPICY MAGURO spicy tuna £6.75 KANI KAMA    crabstick £5.95

SAKE    salmon £6.25 UNAGI    eel £6.50

TEMAKI  1 piece per portion

Hand rolled sushi in a cone shape filled with seasoned rice and choice of filling

SAKE    salmon, avocado and mayo £3.85 TAMAGO V sweet omelette and mayo £3.65

IKAKYU    squid & cucumber £3.95 SPICY MAGURO  tuna, cucumber and spicy mayo £3.95

UNAKYU    eel, cucumber and sweet sauce £3.95 TUNA MAYO    cooked tuna and mayo £3.75

GUNKAN  2 pieces in each portion     Toasted nori wrapped around a bed of seasoned rice and then topped with choice of toppings

IKURA    salmon egg £4.95 TUNA MAYO    cooked tuna and mayo £3.50

MASAGO   capelin fish roe £3.75 WASABI TOBIKO  wasabi flavoured flying fish roe £3.75

NIGIRI SUSHI  2 pieces in each portion    Slices of fresh seafood served on fingers of seasoned rice with a touch of wasabi

MAGURO    tuna £3.65 HOTATE    scallop £3.45

HAMACHI    yellowtail (subject to availability) £3.65 SHIME SABA    pickled mackerel £3.45

SUZUKI    sea bass £3.35 UNAGI    eel £3.55

SAKE    salmon £3.45 TAKO    octopus £3.45

EBI    king prawn £3.45 HOKKIGAI   surf clam £3.45

AMAEBI    sweet shrimp £3.45 INARI V/VG    fried tofu pockets & sesame seeds £3.45

IKA    squid £3.45 TAMAGO YAKI    sweet omelette £3.35

CHEFS SPECIAL

ETSU ROLL 4pcs      spicy tuna mixed with crunchy tanoki and served with scallion £7.95

SEARED SUZUKI NIGIRI 2pcs    sea bass seared in black sesame sauce £4.95

SEARED MAGURO NIGIRI 2pcs    seared tuna dressed with our Chefs special sauce & mayo £4.95

SEARED SAKE NIGIRI 2pcs   seared salmon seasoned with lemon and salt £4.95

MIXED SETS
YASAI V/VG    10 piece vegetable set carefully created by our chef £12.95

TRADITIONAL SUSHI MIXED SET   12 pc set 6 nigiri and 6 maki rolls chosen by our Chef £13.95

SUSHI/SASHIMI MIXED SET  12 pc set, 3 maki, 3 nigiri and 6 sashimi chosen by our chef £14.95

CHEF SET 10pc special sushi set carefully chosen by our Chef £18.95

SASHIMI

Fresh seafood served raw with wasabi (Japanese horse radish), finely cut radish and soy sauce. SMALL MEDIUM LARGE 
5pc 10pc 15pc

MIXED SASHIMI   A mixture of the freshest raw fish available that day N/A £10.50 £15.50

SAKE  salmon £6.00 £11.50 £16.00

MAGURO   tuna £7.00 £12.00 £17.00

HAMACHI   yellowtail    (subject to availability) £7.00 £12.00 £17.00

V – Suitable for Vegetarians VG – Suitable for Vegans VG – Can be made Vegan friendly
              A discretionary service charge of 10% may be added to tables of 6 or more which will go directly to our team
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